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Exploring Wikipedia as a Tool for
Community Building and
Teaching and Learning
2022 TCLC Summer Camp
Tim Dewysockie, dewysockie@rowan.edu
Andrea Baer, baera@rowan.edu

Opening Activity
Please use the shared Google Doc to add your thoughts to the
following prompt:
● What do you think of Wikipedia as an information source? Have
you used it in your library work or teaching in certain ways?
Please share any thoughts, experiences, or impressions.

Brainstorm: Advantages and Limitations
In the shared Google Doc, please brainstorm advantages and
limitations of Wikipedia.

“Using Wikipedia” Crash Course Video

Five Pillars/Core Content Policies
● Wikipedia is an encyclopedia
● Wikipedia is written from a neutral point of view
● Wikipedia is free content that anyone can use, edit, and
distribute
● Wikipedia’s editors should treat each other with respect and
civility
● Wikipedia has no ﬁrm rules
● Core content policies: neutral point of view, veriﬁability, no
original research

Ways We’ve Used Wikipedia: Projects & Events
● Library workshops on using Wikipedia
● Teaching “lateral reading” for evaluating online sources (library
workshop and tutorials)
● Edit-a-thons

Ways We’ve Used Wikipedia:
Information Literacy Concepts & Practices
●

Source evaluation

●

Information creation and circulation

●

Social nature of (re)constructing knowledge

●

Citations

●

Addressing information gaps

●

Community building: engaging students and faculty

●

Copyright

ACRL Framework: Highlighted Connections
Authority Is Constructed and Contextual
●
●

Authority constructed within communities
Determining source authority and information practices and standards within
communities

Information Creation as a Process
●

Iterative processes of researching, creating, revising, and circulating information

Scholarship as Conversation
●
●

Communities engage in sustained discourse and knowledge creation
Sources reﬂect different perspectives and knowledge on a topic

Using Wikipedia Workshop (Fall 2021)
Learning outcomes:
● Identify advantages and limitations of Wikipedia as an information
source.
● Become familiar with the values, principles, and practices to which
the Wikipedia Foundation aspires and the processes it uses to
support them.
● Identify and apply effective strategies for evaluating the credibility
of individual Wikipedia articles.
Workshop template

Lateral Reading for Online Source Evaluation
● Lateral reading: practice of evaluating a website by leaving the
site in question and seeing what other online sources say about
it
● Wikipedia as a fact checking tool
● Addressing complexities of using Wikipedia as a source,
highlighting wise and critical use of Wikipedia

Edit-a-thon
● Event–usually focused on a particular topic–that empowers
participants to ﬁll gaps in Wikipedia’s coverage
● Organizing events through Programs & Events Dashboard
provides a detailed report of the number of articles created or
edited, number of words added to Wikipedia, references added,
etc.
● Builds community on campus and the wider Wikipedia
community, and can generate interest in further collaboration

Wiki Education
● Speciﬁcally for higher education institutions
● Learning Management System for incorporating Wikipedia into
classes
● Self-directed tutorials for instructor(s) and students
● Support from Wiki Education staff
● Detailed report of he number of articles created or edited,
number of words added to Wikipedia, references added, etc.

Create An Account

Sandbox

Visual vs. Source View

Creating/Editing Wikipedia Pages

Adding In-line Citations

Creating Section Headings

Adding Links to Other Wikipedia Articles

Adding Categories to Pages

Talk Pages

Create a Redirect

Closing Activity
Please return to our shared Google Doc, and see the Closing
Activity. Reﬂect back on your thoughts during the Opening Activity.
● Have any of your views changed?
● Going forward, are there certain ways you would like to use (or
not use) Wikipedia in your library work?

Q&A
Feel free to contact us after today as well!
Tim Dewysockie, dewysockie@rowan.edu
Andrea Baer, baera@rowan.edu

